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The Jewish Question and The Brothers Karamazov

Both yes and no. Yes!—if one assumes that the human spirit, like a geometrical figure with all its sides and angles, lies in an open hand, fits entirely on a flat surface, no!—because we realize that a human heart possesses a fathomless depth, is a mysterious and self-contained world full of unelucidated hints and insurmountable contradictions.

—Aron Shteinberg, "Dostoievskii i evreistvo" ("Dostoevsky and Jewry"), 1928

That this man should not have come up with even a single word in the defense or justification of a people persecuted over several thousands of years—could he have been so blind?—or was he perhaps blinded by hatred?—and he did not even refer to the Jews as a people, but as a tribe as though they were a group of natives from the Polynesian islands or somewhere—and to this tribe I belonged and the many friends and acquaintances of mine with whom I had discussed the subtlest problems of Russian literature, and to this tribe also belonged Leonid Grossman and Dolinin, Zilberstein and Rozenblyum, Kirpotin and Kogan, Fridlender and Bregova, Borschevskiy and Gosenpud, Mil'mukha and Hus, Zundelovich and Shklovsky, Belkin, Bergman and Dvaysa Lyovna Sorkina and the many other Jewish literary critics who have gained what amounts to a monopoly in the study of Dostoevsky.

—Leonid Typlin, Summer in Baden-Baden, 1982

WHAT PLACE would be assigned to the Jews in Dostoevsky's theocracy? Would they be allowed to exist as a Judaic community within a larger Christian one? That would certainly depend on who the theocrat is: Father Zosima or the Grand Inquisitor. If the church state is structured in keeping with Father Zosima's teachings, the Jews would probably be expected to merge with the Christians when the conditions for this merger have been created. If the theocrat is the Grand Inquisitor, some of the Jews would be forcefully converted, some probably becoming Marranos, while the rest would be expelled, if not exterminated. Somewhere between these two poles lie Dostoevsky's own attitudes toward the Jews and Judaism, ranging from moments of idealistic universalism and openmindedness to long streaks of enmity and intolerance.¹

Let me state from the outset that I think the Jewish question in Dostoevsky is primarily a religious one rather than a social or ethnic one. Religious considerations permeate and supersede the other aspects of Dostoevsky's writings on the Jewish question, and in fact 'the Judaic question' might be a more adequate representation of what Dostoevsky grappled with when writing of the Jews. Of course there are Dostoevsky's socioeconomic and political anxieties and phobias, but his dominant concern is this: What is one to do with the Jews in view of the obvious fact that they have refused to recognize Christ and will not convert even as they face persecution? This is the crux of Dostoevsky's disagreements with, fears of, claims against, animosity toward, and even inspired flights of admiration and compassion for the People of the Book.

Of course, there are Dostoevsky's more or less crude versions of economic Judeophobia—look at his penchant for such terms as Jewish "usury" and Jewish "gold trade"; look at his quasi-Marxist (and quasi-Marxian) and populist explanations of and arguments about Jewish involvement in trade and banking. And there is Dostoevsky's anti-Jewish social rhetoric of the "Yid is coming" variety: the menacing Jewish upward mobility (and hence the numerus clausus should be kept in place); the mysterious Kahal; the status in statu; the individualism and exclusiveness of the Jews. Once removed from their respective discursive, epistolary, or fictional contexts and summarized, Dostoevsky's socioeconomic and political statements on the Jewish question argue for the existence of an alleged international Jewish conspiracy and already anticipate the notorious Protocols of the Elders of Zion that were a concoction of the czarist secret police.² Dostoevsky's arguments strike historians of Jewry as both familiar and predictable. There is no need to debunk them here: they are the stale bread of the chroniclers of the Jewish question and only the students of Dostoevsky's art stare forlornly at those pages where the word "Yid" gapes like a black hole amid other black letters. Still, one should not forget that at the Besils trial in 1913, Chief Prosecutor O. Iu. Vipper invoked Dostoevsky's moral authority when speaking, in the name of the people, about "the Yids" who would "destroy Russia."³ One might also find it noteworthy that in 1995, sections 1 to 3 of
they accuse me of ‘hatred’ because I sometimes call the Jew ‘Yid’? But, first, I did not think that it was so offensive, and, second, the word Yid, as far as I can recall, I have always used to connote a certain idea: ‘Yiddism, Yid’s kingdom [zhid, zhidovshchina, zhidovskoe narstvo], etc. Here a certain notion, a direction, a characteristic of the century was being fleshed out’ (Ps. 25:75). Suggestions have been made that Dostoevsky draws a distinction between ebrei (the biblical Hebrews) and zhid (his contemporary Jews, the ‘Yids’ or ‘kikes’). Such explanations of these opprobrious word choices are problematic, for the linguistic aspect of Dostoevsky’s attitudes toward the Jews entails too many variables to be packaged into a neat (and apologetic) formula: epoch and milieu, background, authorial intent, verisimilitude, speaker, usage, and speech context. Whatever his intent may have been, when readers hear the words “Yid” or “kike” from Dostoevsky, the sheer linguistic power of these derogatory terms is tremendous—and obviously much greater than when such terms come from the mouths of street thugs.

And yet, to brand Dostoevsky’s rhetoric about the Jews “banal,” as Gornfel’d did, or to ignore the presence of the Jewish question in Dostoevsky’s life and works (as most Soviet scholars were forced to do), is to commit an injustice both to Dostoevsky and to the history of Jews and Judaism. Scholars and critics have approached this problem in a number of ways, and I would like to assess the variety of judgments that have been made to date.

First, there are the apologists, of whom the finest and most sensitive is Joseph Frank, who famously called Dostoevsky “a guilty anti-Semite.” Then there are the proponents of psychoanalytic criticism, led by the Freudian Felix Dreizin, who referred to Dostoevsky as a “compulsive anti-Semite.” The psychoanalysts have sought explanations for Dostoevsky’s hateful remarks in his childhood and his relationships with his parents, as well as through his mental health. Other scholars have focused on various aspects of the poetics of the Jewish question in Dostoevsky, generating compelling readings of his fictional works: Felix Philipp Ingold, Gary Rosensheid, and Michael Katz. Another approach to Dostoevsky’s morbid fascination with Jews and Judaism has been to apply the idea of a Dostoevskian double to his writings on the Jewish question. Most recently this idea was formulated by Peeter Torop, who spoke of the Jew as Dostoevsky’s double in whom Dostoevsky is reflected: “he neither loves nor hates himself, but loves or hates himself in this other.” Dmitrii Merezhkovskii, David Zaslavski, Felix Dreizin, and others have argued for the idea of “two Dostoevskys.” Refuting this position, Katz remarked that “of course there is only one Dostoevsky, a very complex one.”

Three scholars stand out as the authors of the most provocative works about Dostoevsky and the Jews: Leonid Grossman, David I. Goldstein, and
Gary Saul Morson. Grossman zoomed in on a single case study. Dostoevsky’s correspondence with Avraam-Uria Kovner, the “Jewish Pisarev.” Published in 1924, Grossman’s captivating microhistory, Confession of a Jew, was much ahead of its time in its methods and in the conclusions it offered. Its protagonist, Kovner, was, one might say, himself a Dostoevskian character, a Jew and an atheist who converted to Christianity fourteen days prior to his marriage to a non-Jewish woman, a political radical and utilitarian critic, an idealistic embezzler who stole exactly 3 percent of the annual profit of Russia’s richest bank. Kovner made a powerful impression upon Dostoevsky, compelling him to speak of the Jewish question in a polemical essay. In modern Dostoevsky scholarship, Grossman was the first to place religious, and specifically messianic, questions at the center of Dostoievsky’s thinking about the Jews. Grossman brilliantly argued that a Jewish person, Jesus Christ, and a Jewish book, the Old Testament, preoccupied Dostoevsky’s artistic imagination.17

David I. Goldstein’s Dostoevski and the Jews still puzzles many of the writer’s students. Although Goldstein’s book is very useful and reliable, its denunciatory thrust is misplaced. Assessing the book, Gary Saul Morson pointed to Goldstein’s refusal to allow the possibility that passages and even whole works by geniuses may “convey inhumane, fanatic, and morally unacceptable views.”18 Morson further suggested that the success and outcome of one’s reading of Dostoevsky’s writings about the Jews depended on one’s individual background, position, moral beliefs, and aesthetic predilections: “One reason many critics find Dostoevsky’s anti-Semitic passages disturbing is that the critics are, unlike Dostoevsky, themselves hostile to anti-Semitism...” It is hazardous to deduce facts about an author’s process of creation directly from a value judgment, or from any report of a reader’s response, because the circumstances, constraints, and concerns that shaped the making of a work need not coincide with those that shaped its reception.”19 It may thus follow that one’s thinking and writing about Dostoevsky’s thinking and writing about the Jews becomes thinking and writing about one’s individual act of reading Dostoevsky on the subject. This is a sobering and cautionary idea. What choices does one have in reading and interpreting Dostoevsky on the Jewish question? Is one’s refusal to read Dostoevsky the only truly moral response to his objectionable, Judeophobic attitudes? And, finally, must one make a distinction between the statements that Dostoevsky made about the Jews in his fiction and in his discursive writings?20

Of all Dostoevsky’s readers past and present, Vladimir Solov’yev has come the closest to understanding Dostoevsky’s divided and yet hauntingly integral views. Solov’yev argued that Dostoevsky realized his own formula of the Russian ideal—a formula Dostoevsky articulated in his Pushkin speech of 1880—more as a sage and artist than as a thinker.”20
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As I prepared to write this essay, I reread both Solov’yev’s essay “The Russian National Ideal” (1891) and Dostoevsky’s Pushkin speech (1880). In the New York Times Magazine, I came across an interview with an elderly lady, Maude McLeod, whose ancestors were black Jews. The interview struck me as Dostoevskian in spirit and relevant to the subject of this essay. I quote from McLeod’s account of her “return” to Judaism:

I grew up on the island of Montserrat, and my parents were supposed to be Christian. But in the years that I was home I always wondered why my people were so particular about what they did. We did not eat pork. My uncles were all circumcised. We ate challah bread on Friday night... All of that we did, and we did not know why we were doing it—because they told us that we were Christians. But I knew something was wrong; see? My grandmother told my mother we came from West Africa. And many years later I heard that the people on Montserrat were Hebrews that were taken as slaves from Ghana and carried to the island... I came to New York in 1923 when I was 19 years old... It was 1927 when I first met Rabbi Matthew on Lenox Avenue. He was standing on a ladder with a yarmulke on, and he was preaching that we were not Christians as they had told us, but that we were the lost house of Israel. I heard the call... I did not join the Hebrew faith—I returned. I simply was on the wrong road and found my way back... When I go to synagogue, and the shemah sounds, I sing, “Shemah yisroel adonai eloherenu adonai echad,” and my voice is solid. What would Dostoevsky say about this “individual case” of a Christian reclaiming her Judaic roots? The prospect of a Judeoized Orthodox Christianity seems anything but unlikely to Dostoevsky. In The Diary of a Writer he asks a sinister question about anti-Semitism: “And in the meanwhile a fantasy has sometimes entered my head: well, what if there were 3 million Russians, and not Jews, in Russia; and there were 80 million Jews—well, what would become of the Russians under them and how would they abuse them? Would they give them a chance to have the same rights? Would they allow them to pray among them freely? Would they not turn [the Russians] straight into slaves? Worse yet, would they not rip our skins off [ne sodrali by kazhu sousem]?” (Ps. 25:80). I wonder how Dostoevsky would react to an account of Russian villages where the bearded and straw-haired Russian peasants—the followers of the Judeoizers—followed the Mosaic law, kept kosher, and fasted on Yom Kippur.21

Vladimir Solov’yev was absolutely right to emphasize that religious aspects are central to Dostoevsky’s rhetoric on the Jewish question. Scholars have suggested that Solov’yev started his own campaign for the reconciliation and unification of Orthodoxy with both western Christianity and Judaism in his third Dostoevsky speech of 1883.22 Almost a decade later, in his essay “The Russian National Ideal,” Solov’yev recognized that Dostoevsky’s intolerance went against the very grain of the writer’s proclaimed Christian
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skii also spoke of the “nationally exclusive, preordained, ‘circumcised,’ Yideozing Orthodoxy [zhidovstviushchee pravoslavie] of Dostoevsky himself.” I wonder, however, whether Merezhkovskii was not giving expression to what the first part of his argument seemed to rally against.

In his Pushkin speech, Dostoevsky set for himself an almost unattainable ideal: “Show me at least one of these great geniuses who would possess the same capacity for universal responsiveness as did our Pushkin... And what is the strength of the spirit of the Russian people if not its striving in its end goals toward universalism and all-encompassing humanity?” (Ps. 26:147). Did Dostoevsky possess the kind of universal gift that he himself glorified in the Pushkin speech?

My goal is not to accuse or denounce. I do not wish to reopen the case against Dostoevsky on the grounds of anti-Judaism and anti-Semitism. In fact, I confess that as a Diasporic Jew, a post-Shoah Jew, and an ex-Soviet one at that, I have been conditioned to expect Judeophobic behavior. I sometimes get tired of defining my identity by negation, through blaming and self-defending and fighting every Jewish battle that comes my way. I want to be able to face my students without feeling utterly bewildered by the discussion of the blood libel in The Brothers Karamazov, bewildered by Dostoevsky and by my own inability to interpret this scene in the text’s own terms. I would like to unearth in Dostoevsky’s treatment of the Jews—in The Brothers Karamazov and other works of fiction—that which Grossman once described so lovingly: “But in the depths and at the heights of his creative work, there, where all the minutiae disappeared and the absolute was exposed, he parted with his magazine manifestos and publicistic tendencies. Dostoevsky as the artist and thinker, in the flashing scraps of his pages, would suddenly reveal a profound attraction to the complex essence of the biblical spirit.”

Let me turn to the text of Dostoevsky’s last novel. First of all, small-scale references to the Jews are more numerous here than in Dostoevsky’s earlier works (I have counted ten separate instances in the text of The Brothers Karamazov). Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov, referring to his early years in Odessa, speaks of having met “a lot of Yids, Yidkins, Yidels, and Yidelkins” (zhidami, zhidkami, zhidshkami i zhidemati) and later being received not only by Yids but “also by Jews” (u eevrey vyl priniat). Grushenka is at one point likened to a Jewish woman because of her financial savoir (prosail et nouches zhidoes). To raise money to get to Chermashnya, Dmitri sells his watch to a Jewish watchmaker; a Jewish band plays in Miroe. Dmitri links his enemies to the Jews by suggesting that Grushenka’s Polish suitor would use lawyers, “Pollacks and Yidkins” (poliaxkov da zhidkov; Ps. 14, 21, 311, 453).

The discussion of the blood libel occurs in part 4, book 11, chapter 3, and was written right after Dostoevsky’s trip to Moscow in May 1880. How

universalism: “If we agree with Dostoevsky, that the true essence of the Russian national spirit, its great merit and advantage, is in its being able to grasp all strange elements, to love them, to be transformed into them, and if, along with Dostoevsky, we accept that the Russian people is capable and destined to realize in a brotherly union with other nationalities the ideal of all humanity [erechelovechestvo]—then we could never be sympathetic to Dostoevsky’s own wild attacks [sugodikam] against the Yids, the Poles, the French, the Germans, against all Europe, against all foreign faiths.”

In From a Christian Question, written in 1884, three years after Dostoevsky’s death, Solovev posed three main questions about Russian Orthodoxy and Judaism: 1. Why was Christ a Jew, why is the stepping-stone of the universal church taken from the House of Israel? 2. Why did the majority of Israel not recognize its Messiah, why did the Old Testament church not dissolve into the New Testament Church, and why did the majority of the Jews prefer to be completely without a temple, rather than join the Christian temple? 3. Why, finally, and for what purpose was the most solid (in the religious aspect) part of Jewry moved to Russia and Poland, placed at the boundary of the Graeco-Slavic and Latin-Slavic worlds? I would suggest that these same questions haunted Dostoevsky, shaping his struggling vision of the Jews and unifying his divided sympathies. I would further point out that Solovev downplayed Dostoevsky’s fear and jealousy of the Jews and his paranoid view of a rivalry between the old Israel (the Jews) and the Russians (the New Israel) in Dostoevsky’s thinking. Writing in 1928 in a Russian émigré journal and stressing—after Grossman—the centrality of the Jewish Bible in Dostoevsky’s literary imagination, Aron Shteinberg observed astutely that for Shatov-Dostoevsky “the God-chosen Russian people are in essence a present reincarnation of Israel” (Shatov is one of the principal characters of Dostoevsky’s novel The Possessed). In The Possessed, Shatov explains to Stavrogin his idea of a national religious consciousness: “A people is the body of God. Every people only remains a people so long as it possesses its own God and excludes all other gods without any reconciliation: so long as it believes that, with its God, it will vanquish and expel all the other gods from the world. . . . The Jews lived only in order to await a true God, and they have left the world a true God” (Ps. 10:199). Keys to Dostoevsky’s most problematic statements about the Jews lie in his desire and inability to reconcile a universalist, all-embracing vision with his fear of, and xenophobic urges.”

Dmitri Merezhkovskii may have said it best in “The Prophet of the Russian Revolution,” a tribute written for the twenty-fifth anniversary of Dostoevsky’s death: “When the Christians call Jews ‘Yids,’ they blaspheme Christ through the womb of his Mother, in the mystery of his birth, in holy Israel. The real ‘Yids’ are not the Jews but those Christians who return from the New Testament to the Old, from the universal Christ to one people’s Messiah.” In the same pages, Merezhkovskii's
paradoxical that upon his return from Moscow, where he articulated in the Pushkin speech his innermost aesthetic, ethical, and metaphysical ideals, Dostoevsky writes the blood libel scene. Petr Berlin called this juxtaposition "a pendulum's swinging from proclaiming great Christian ideas to practical considerations that have nothing to do with such ideas." The day described in book 11 is a big day for Alyosha Karamazov; he zigzags through the town of Skotoprinovezk making visits: from Captain Sinegryov and Alyosha to Grushenka to the Khokhlovkas. The chapter where he talks with Liza is called "Besenok" ("A Little Demon"); let us also recall that in chapter 4 of book 5 Ivan calls Alyosha a "little demon" after Alyosha has recommended that a sadistic general be executed for sending a pack of hounds after a little boy. The conversation about the blood libel is set in motion when Liza asks Alyosha the controversial question: "Alyosha, is it true that at Easter [in Russian the same word, pasyha, is used for both Easter and Passover], Yids [shidu] steal children and kill them?" "I don't know." "There's a book here in which I read about some trial, and a Yid who took a four-year-old child and cut off the fingers from both his little hands, and then crucified him on the wall, hammered nails into him, and crucified him, and afterwards at the trial he said that the child died quickly, within four hours. That was 'quickly'? He said the child moaned, kept on moaning and he stood admiring it. That's nice!" "Nice?" "Nice. I sometimes imagine that it was I who crucified him. He would hang there moaning and I would sit opposite him eating pineapple compote. I am awfully fond of pineapple compote. Do you like it?" Alyosha looked at her in silence. Her pale, hollow face was suddenly contorted, her eyes burned. "You know, when I read about that child, all night I was shaking with tears. I kept thinking of how the little thing cried and moaned (a child of four understands, you know) and all the while the thought of pineapple compote haunted me. In the morning I wrote a letter to a certain person, begging him to come and see me. He came and I told him all about the child and the pineapple compote, all about it, all, and said, 'It's nice.' Then he got up and went away. He was only here five minutes. Did he despise me? Did he despise me? Tell me, tell me, Alyosha, did he despise me or not?" She sat up on the sofa, her eyes sparkling. (BK, 552–53. Ps. 15:24; emphasis in the original)

The "certain" person to whom Liza refers is of course Ivan Karamazov, the same Ivan who would refuse the Kingdom of God if it had to come at the price of one child's suffering. Alyosha leaves soon thereafter, carrying Liza's letter to his brother Ivan. After he is gone, Liza "unbolted the door, opened it a little, put her finger in the crack and slammed the door with all her might, pinching her finger. Ten seconds later, releasing her finger, she walked softly, slowly to her chair. She sat up straight in it and looked intently at her black-ened little finger and at the blood that oozed from under the nail" (BK, 554). After this episode, Alyosha visits Dmitri in jail and then runs into Ivan; Alyosha's encounter with Ivan results in an unfortunate conversation and an argument between them (book 11, chapters 4 and 5).

First of all, Liza speaks of two alleged crimes. In addition to ritual murder (the charge that Jews allegedly use the blood of Christian babies to make matzos), she also refers to profanation of the host (here crucifixion of a Christian child). From the twelfth century onward (the William of Norwich affair), the Jews of Europe had been accused of these crimes by their persecutors in order to justify anti-Jewish violence and restrictive measures. Both accusations had had a history in Russia—consider the Velizh affair of 1823. Dostoevsky knew enough about the subject to be able to make an educated and unbiased judgment. He was acquainted with such important scholarly defenses of the Jews as D. A. Khvolsen's monograph About Some Medieval Accusations against the Jews (1861), a condensed version of which was put out in 1879 at the height of the Kutaisi affair. At the same time, Dostoevsky also had access to several notoriously anti-Semitic books, such as Iakov Brafman's The Book of Kahal (1869), as well as the report of 1844, "An Inquiry into the Killing of the Christian Infants by the Jews," commonly attributed to Vladimir Daï and The Question of the Use, by Jewish Sect Members, of Christian Blood (1876), by Ippolit Lutostanskii. Furthermore, Dostoevsky followed closely the Kutaisi affair of 1879 (a trial of a group of Georgian Jews falsely accused of a ritual murder of a Georgian Christian peasant girl in the village of Sachkheri) and made horrifying remarks on the subject. "How disgusting that the Yids of Kutaisi [kutaiskikh shidov] were acquitted," he wrote to O. A. Novikova in 1879. "Here they are undoubtedly guilty." The Kutaisi affair, as Grossman was first to demonstrate, enters into the fictional space of The Brothers Karamazov in the blood libel episode. Let me also suggest that typologically speaking, both ritual murder and profanation of the host are attractive notions for Dostoevsky's poetics; their perpetrators are accused of violating God's image, committing acts of bezobrazie (both dehumanization and deanthropization), reenacting crucifixion to mock it. Typologically speaking, there is a congruency between Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov's spitting on an icon, or having sexual intercourse with a holy fool, and an act of crucifying a child and watching him die, as presented in Liza's description.

Commenting on the discussion of the blood libel in The Brothers Karamazov, Maxim Gorlky wrote in 1913: When a [fourteen-year-old] girl tells about a "Yid who took a four-year-old child and cut off the fingers from both his little hands, and then crucified him ...", the reader knows that the girl has been slandered: she did not say, she could not say such a repugnant vile thing. And likewise, when responding to this slandered girl's question: "Is it true that at Easter Yids steal children and kill
them?" the righteous Alyosha says, "I don't know," the reader understands that Alyosha could not respond this way, Alyosha could not "not know," he does not believe "the notorious legend," organically he cannot believe it, although he is a Karamazov.  

Students of Dostoevsky disagree about the believability of Alyosha's ambivalent reply to Liza's horrific anti-Semitic anecdote. Ingold has shown that the inherent ambivalence of Alyosha's reply yields several interpretations: "I do not have any knowledge of the subject": "I am not sure whether it is true or not": "I do not rule out that it is true." One should also consider the place of the blood libel (krovayi naev) in the popular imagination of the Russian population in the latter part of the nineteenth century. Morson [does not detect any failure of artistry in [A] Little Demon." Rosenfeld also believes that the "I don't know" response is "more credible and artistically motivated" than any other variant: "If Russians themselves are guilty of inflicting similar cruelties on their own children [compare Ivan's account of violence toward children, of which Liza's letter to Ivan reminds one] can Alyosha ... disbelieve that Jews are at least potentially capable of similar abominations?" I think this is quite true, but I add one caveat: Alyosha can well imagine sadists and villains à la Marquis de Sade among both Jews and Gentiles, but it seems unlikely that Father Zosima's disciple would give credence to charges of ritual murder and profanation of the host as religious accusations against the entire Jewish people. ("Alyosha, is it true," asks Liza, "that at Easter [Passover] Yids steal children and kill them?"

In terms of the novel as a whole, what might have been Dostoevsky's artistic motivation for including this scene? Can one identify other episodes that elucidate the meaning of Liza's invocation of anti-Semitic charges and of Alyosha's vague reply? 

An episode that comes to mind in this connection occurs in part 2 of the novel, when Alyosha first meets the malchiki (boys), including Kolya Krasotkin and Ilyusha Snegiryov. In book 4, chapter 3 ("A Meeting with the Schoolboys"), Alyosha leaves his drunk father and goes over to the Khochkaloons. On the way to their house, Alyosha encounters a colorful group of boys throwing stones at each other—actually six attacking one, Ilyusha Snegiryov. Alyosha intercedes: "What are you doing? Aren't you ashamed? Six against one! Why, you'll kill him." One of the boys, dressed in a red shirt, explains that Ilyusha "began first." "He is a beast, he stabbed Krasotkin in the class the other day with a penknife, and there was blood." Alyosha learns that the boys tease Ilyusha Snegiryov, using the nickname mochalka (wisp of tow). Alyosha asks the boys why they "hate him [Ilyusha] so." They warn him to "watch out," as Ilyusha "will stab you in a minute as he did Krasotkin." Alyosha then attempts to reason with Ilyusha, who throws a stone at him. Here is Dostoevsky's account of what follows:

The boy waited in silent defiance, certain that now Alyosha would attack him. But seeing that even now he would not, his rage was like a wild little animal. He flew at Alyosha and before Alyosha had time to move, he seized his left hand and bit his middle finger. He fixed his teeth on it. Alyosha tried to pull off his hand and pulled his finger away with all his might. The child let go and retreated. Alyosha's finger had been badly bitten to the bone, close to the nail. It began to bleed. Alyosha took out his handkerchief and bound it tightly around his injured finger (BK, 177-79).

Despite his pain and bleeding, Alyosha continues to communicate with the "wild little animal" (szeretok), asking him, "So what have I done? How have I wronged you?" (BK, 179).

In the next chapter Alyosha calls on the Khokhlakovs at their house—for the first time in the novel. He arrives with a bleeding finger, and Liza reacts hysterically to the sight of his injury. The word "blood" is invoked several times. Madame Khokhlakova: "Good heavens, what a wound, how awful!" Liza: "He might have bled to death, mother! How did you do it? Water, water! You must wash it first of all, simply hold it in cold water to stop the pain, and keep it there, keep it there." (BK, 181). Later, Katerina Ivanovna arranges with Alyosha to deliver a sum of money to the Snegiryovs. Here the reader finds out from her the story of Dmitri's drunken attack on Ilyusha's father, retired Captain Snegiryov. Katerina Ivanovna feels terribly ashamed of Dmitri's abusive behavior: "Dmitri did a very ugly thing. There is a certain tavern here in town and in it he met the discharged officer, that captain, whom your father used to employ. Dmitri somehow lost his temper with this man, grabbed him by the beard and dragged him out into the street in that insulting fashion. And I am told that the captain's son, a little boy who is at the school here, ran beside them crying and begging for his father, appealing to everyone to defend him. But everyone laughed." (BK, 190-91).

And then comes a curious development. Alyosha visits the Snegiryovs, and in their presence Ilyusha admits to having bitten Alyosha's finger. Captain Snegiryov speaking hysterically: weaves the motif of the bloody finger into his words: "What! Did he bite your finger? ... Was it your finger he bit? ... And did you think I'd punish him before you for your satisfaction? Would you like it done at once, sir? ... I am sorry about your finger, sir. But instead of beating Ilyusha, would you like me to chop off my knives here before your eyes to satisfy your anger? I should think four fingers would be enough to satisfy your thirst for vengeance. You won't ask for the fifth one too?" (BK, 196-97).

It finally dawns on Alyosha that the boy attacked him to avenge the violent humiliation his brother Dmitri had inflicted on the boy's father. During a walk that Alyosha and Captain Snegiryov take together, the cap-
taint illustrates his son’s profound empathy for him: “He suddenly fell on me, threw both his little arms around my neck and held me tight…” “Father,” he kept crying, “dear father, how he insulted you! And I cried too. We sat shaking in each other’s arms. Ilyusha,” I said to him, “Ilyusha darling.” No one saw us then. God alone saw us….” No sir, I won’t be my boy for your satisfaction” (BK, 203-4). The sequence of episodes from Alyosha’s meeting of the boys to his visit with the Snegiryovs is punctuated by references to blood, stabbing, wounds, and violence to children. One of the boys wears a red shirt, and the color red is even hinted at in Ilyusha’s last name, Snegiryov, from snegir’ (bullfinch), a bird with a red puffy chest. But most significantly, the motif of a finger—bitten, bleeding, cut off—receives much billing in the scenes that I discussed earlier.45 I would suggest that a strong linkage exists between the early sequence of episodes where Alyosha serves as a structural conduit between Ilyusha Snegiryov and Liza Khokhlakova, and the later, problematic scene where Liza tells Alyosha of an old Jewish man who allegedly cut off a little boy’s fingers and crucified him.46 In the memory and imagination of Dostoevsky’s readers, Liza’s discussion of the alleged ritual crimes falls on fertile soil. What remains is to explain the meaning of the suggestive linkage between the story of father and son Snegiryov and Liza’s account of popular anti-Semitic accusations.

The story of Dmitri Karamazov’s violence against Captain Snegiryov, paralleled as it is by the boys’ baiting and taunting Ilyusha at school, represents a classic model of scapegoating and persecution. Victimization is based on the victims’ difference and defenselessness. As René Girard has persuasively argued in The Scapegoat, persecution is grounded in the oppressor’s own crisis.47 Dmitri attacks the miserable Captain Snegiryov because old Karamazov employs him as a solicitor, and Dmitri takes out on the captain his own parochial urges. The boys bait and taunt Ilyusha at school because he is his father’s son, the son of the “wisp of tow,” puny but proud. And what is typical of the dynamics of persecution, Ilyusha’s tormentors (the boys) blame their victim for his own victimization, blaming the victim instead of blaming the victimizer.48 While the early episodes involving father and son Snegiryov suggest a paradigm of persecution, Liza’s invocation of the alleged ritual crimes—a gratuitous reference only at first glance—introduces the theme of anti-Semitism and popular anti-Judaic prejudices. But this would not be Dostoevsky’s novel, especially one where the “Russian boys” were meant to be the main heroes, if the ending did not offer a unifying perspective on both persecuting behavior and the Jewish question.

In part 4 of the novel, book 10 is entitled “The Boys,” and it chronologically precedes the chapter where Liza invokes the blood libel. In book 10, the reader learns that Ilyusha Snegiryov has become a center of gravity of a group of schoolboys, while Alyosha Karamazov serves as the boys’ mentor and spiritual leader. Book 10 ends with a doctor’s pronouncing Ilyusha’s medical verdict, upon which his father “mutters in a wild whisper,” with trembling lips and his arms thrown up: “I don’t want a good boy! I don’t want another boy!” “If I forget you, Jerusalem, let my tongue….” Apparently intrigued by Captain Snegiryov’s remark, Kolya Krasotkin asks Alyosha, “What was that he said about Jerusalem?… What did he mean by that?” “It’s from the Bible,” Alyosha explains. “If I forget you, Jerusalem,” that is, if I forget all that is most precious to me, if I let anything take its place, then may….” “I understand!” says Kolya, whereupon book 10 ends (BK, 532).

Captain Snegiryov quotes from Psalm 137. “By the rivers of Babylon….” This is the psalm’s second half:

How can we sing a song of the Lord
on alien soil?
If I forget you, O Jerusalem,
let my right hand wither;
let my tongue stick to my plate
if I cease to think of you,
if I do not keep Jerusalem in memory
even at my happiest hour.
Remember, O Lord, against the Edomites
the day of Jerusalem’s fall;
how they cried, “Strip her, stir her
to her foundations!”
Fair Babylon, you predator,
a blessing on him who repays you in kind
what you have inflicted on us;
a blessing on him who seizes your babies
and dashed them against the rocks.49

In his classic essay on Anton Chekhov’s “Rothschild’s Fiddle,” Robert Louis Jackson argued that Chekhov employed biblical poetry—the poetry that appealed both to the story’s Russian cofﬁn maker and to the Jewish musician—and thereby suggested a path of Russian-Jewish (and Christian-Judaic) reconciliation. In his reply to Kolya Krasotkin’s question, Alyosha Karamazov chooses a moderate explanation of the psalm: “If I forget you, Jerusalem,” that is, if I forget all that is most precious to me, if I let anything take its place, then may…” Alyosha’s explanation draws on the letter and spirit of the first part of Psalm 137. At the same time, Ilyusha’s father might have had something more extreme in mind when he quoted from this psalm. The ancient Jewish psalmist ends on a stark note of revenge, the victim’s revenge for the suffering and persecution that the Jews have endured by their captors. In offending and humiliating Captain Snegiryov, Dmitri emblematically pulls out his beard, a particularly harmful act against a religious person, for whom the beard represents the beards of the patriarchs. If one thinks
of Ilyusha's actions—stabbing a classmate, attacking and biting Alyosha—they strike one as acts of revenge in keeping with the Psalm's last lines. In light of the psalm's conclusion, Ilyusha's actions may allegorize an impending revenge of those trampled upon and falsely accused against their oppressors and murderers. One would profit from recalling that Dostoevsky's novel came out right on the eve of the wave of massive anti-Jewish violence of 1881 to 1882 that changed the course of Jewish-Russian history.

Entering the narrative space of The Brothers Karamazov in two prominent sequences, the Jewish-Judaic theme lingers over the conclusion of the novel and augments the novel's message. Dmitri, of course, has already been sentenced, and the narrative of complicity comes to an end. Ilyusha's funeral crowns the ending of the novel. Alyosha Karamazov, whose first name in its diminutive form suggestively rhymes with that of Ilyusha, makes a remarkable speech:

Let us make a compact, here, at Ilyusha's stone, that we will never forget Ilyusha and one another. And whatever happens to us later in life, even if we don't meet for twenty years, let us always remember how we buried the poor boy at whom we once threw stones. Do you remember, by the bridge? Afterwards we all grew so fond of him. He was a fine boy, a kindhearted, brave boy. He felt for his father and resented the cruel insult done to him and stood up for him... Perhaps we may grow wicked later on, may be unable to refrain from evil, may laugh at men's tears, at those people who say as Kolya did just now: 'I want to suffer for all men.' We may even jeer spitefully at such people. But however bad we may become—which God forbid—yet, when we recall how we buried Ilyusha, how we loved him in his last days [we] will not dare to laugh inwardly at having been kind and good at this moment! (BK, 727-28)

Alyosha talks specifically about the dynamics of persecution and Ilyusha's courage in view of his bating and taunting by the boys. "Let us remember his face and his clothes and his poor little boot, his coffin and his unhappy father. Let us remember how boldly he stood up for him against the whole school." And then Kolya Krasotkin elevates the discourse to an even loftier note: "Karamazov," cried Kolya. 'Can it be true as they teach us in church, that we shall all rise again from the dead and shall live and see each other again, all, Ilyusha, too?" This is an opportune moment for Alyosha, and he seizes upon it: "Certain we shall all rise again..." Alyosha answered, half laughing, half ecstatic" (BK, 729).

In Jewry and the Christian Question, Solov'ev pointed out that "the final goal for Christians and Jews is the same: universal theocracy, realization of the divine law in the world of humans, the embodiment of the celestial in the earthly." Reading the conclusion of The Brothers Karamazov, Dostoevsky here elevated "common love" to a spiritual note the Jews and the Christians share, or could share, as communities that thirstily await the Messiah—in his first or second coming. In the Pushkin speech, created some three years later while Dostoevsky was already working on The Brothers Karamazov, he called on his contemporaries "to strive to introduce a final reconciliation into European contradictions... for the Russian soul to embrace... all of our brothers" (Ps, 26:148).

Why did Dostoevsky not make Captain Snezhigov a Jew? Why did he choose instead to sketch a model of persecution and scapegoating (the Snezhigov episodes) and to link it to the history of anti-Semitism and popular anti-Judaic beliefs (Liza's discussion of the blood libel)? One cannot, of
course, answer this question without a measure of speculation. The fact remains, inspiring and appealing Jewish characters are glaringly absent from Dostoevsky's fiction. 52 Creating profound Jewish characters became the task of the Russian writers who came after Dostoevsky, first Anton Chekhov and Vladimir Korolenko, then the neorealists—Leonid Andreyev, Ivan Bunin, Maxim Gorky, Aleksandr Kuprin, and others. Some of these Russian writers were less philo-Semitic than others in their private lives, but in their works they consistently tried to ease the great burden of Russian guilt by drawing moving portraits of the Jews and decrying their compatriots' anti-Semitism. Among the generations of Russian writers that succeeded Dostoevsky in the 1880s and the 1900s, many believed that Russian-Jewish (and Christian-Judaic) reconciliation required an admission of Russian and Christian guilt. Following in Dostoevsky's footsteps, today's Russian writers continue to struggle with themselves as they create Jewish characters. 53 It would serve these Russian writers well to reread not only The Brothers Karamazov but also the works of Vladimir Solov'ev who obtained his universalist inspiration from Dostoevsky's art. "The Jews have always treated us in accordance with the Jewish faith," Solov'ev wrote in 1884, "on the contrary, we, the Christians, have yet to learn to treat the Jews in the Christian fashion."
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